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Abstract 

The dynamic characterization of mechanical components is a crucial issue in industry, especially in the field of rotating 
machinery. High frequency loads are typical in this field and experimental tools need to fulfill severe specifications to be able to 
analyze these high-speed phenomena. In this work, an experimental setup, based on a Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique 
with a projected speckle pattern, is presented. The proposed approach allows the measurement of vibrational response 
characterized by a single sinusoidal component having a frequency up to 500 Hz and an amplitude lower than 10 μm. 
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1. Introduction and background 

The vibrational response of mechanical components is a crucial issue in several industrial fields. In particular, 
rotating machineries represent an application subjected to high vibrational solicitations, and generally, the bladed 
wheels are the critical part of the machine (compressors and turbines). Cyclic loads lead to fatigue damage, fretting, 
efficiency loss and noise. These issues must be taken into account when new products are developed in order to 
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enhance the in-service performances. Worldwide leading companies in the field of energy production facilities spend 
a great effort to solve these issues, from the design stage to the validation stage. Theoretical and numerical models 
can surely give guidelines for the dynamic characterization of the components. However, they cannot replace the 
experimental validation, which is essential for safety issues. Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) and experimental 
Harmonic Response Analysis (HRA) are then valuable tools for machine validation [1-3]. Several contact techniques 
have been developed to measure the dynamic response of the components such as extensimeters or accelerometers. 
Anyway, these contact sensors may influence the response of the component and have severe limitations in the data 
transmission when the component is rotating. For this reason, in the last few years, non-contact techniques have been 
developed [4]. Among these techniques, the most common approach uses the Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) 
sensor, which guarantees high sensitivity measurements in a wide frequency range. Traditional LDV sensors allow 
measuring the vibration of a single point at a time, thus imposing severe limitations in terms of testing time. A great 
number of measurement points could enhance the mode shapes reconstruction. For this reason, some approaches 
considered the placement of the LDV tool on an anthropomorphic robotic arm in order to achieve a great positioning 
accuracy and facilitate the acquisition of multiple point measurements [5]. This set-up allows the measurement of 
several points on the bladed wheel during the vibration excitation, with an overall testing time of about one minute 
for each single measured point. However, the full-field reconstruction of the deformed shape still requires a long 
testing time even with the proposed automatic procedure. Scanning LDV (SLDV) sensors were then developed in 
order to speed up the whole process: moving mirrors deviate the laser beam in order to measure multiple points in a 
relatively short time [6, 7]. This approach, however, still provides 1D vibrational measurements. Complex 
arrangements, based on three separate SLDV sensors, were proposed to overcome this limitation and measure the 
same physical target point to gain 3D velocity information [8]. Anyway, these setups are expensive, and the 
acquisition of the various points is not exactly synchronous, hence an external reference signal is still needed. 
Moreover, the accurate positioning and orientation of the measuring laser beam represents a critical issue when 
dealing with complex geometries. 

This paper is aimed at describing an approach that lays the foundations for the development of a full-field optical 
scanner to acquire machinery components vibrating in the range 1-10 kHz. High-speed cameras, however, are 
characterized by remarkable costs and limited resolution, which is not suitable for the acquisition of small amplitude 
vibrations. The proposed approach is instead based on the use of low frame rate cameras, a custom-made 
monochromatic LCD projector and the Non-Harmonic Fourier Analysis (NHFA). The available frame rate, indeed, 
would not allow to measure high-speed vibrations due to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem. However, if only one 
(known) frequency is present in the measurement, the actual amplitude and the signal phase can be reconstructed [9]. 
An accurate evaluation of the signal properties can be achieved by using a down-sampling approach and the NHFA 
least square fit procedure [10, 11]. Having a single sinusoidal component is the typical case of HRA, so that the 
technique is well suited to perform this kind of test in a full filed fashion. On the other hand, since the method does 
not allow to perform classical Fourier analysis, it is not suited for conventional EMA testing. Anyway, it could be 
used to improve EMA results obtained with other (punctual) setups: once natural frequencies and eigenmodes of the 
components are obtained exploiting conventional techniques, a full-field description of the mode shapes can be 
obtained by exciting each single mode separately and measuring the response with the proposed approach. 

In the present activity, a single sinusoidal excitation, imparted by an electrodynamic shaker at a given frequency, 
has been applied to a metallic specimen. A Digital Image Correlation (DIC) algorithm has been used on a speckle 
pattern in order to determine 2D surface displacements. The proposed down-sampling approach has been adopted to 
reconstruct high-frequency phenomena with low frame rate acquisitions by properly triggering the camera. The more 
severe limitation of the approach is then represented by the exposure time, which must be much lower than the 
vibration period, so that the measurement target appears still during the single frame acquisition. Preliminary tests 
have been carried out by both using a speckle pattern prepared on the specimens’ surface and a speckle pattern 
projected by using the custom-made projector. The obtained results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed 
approach to determine high frequency amplitudes even with low frame rate cameras. These findings enable 3D shape 
measurements of vibrating components by adopting, for example, a calibrated stereo camera pair.  
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